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Genesis was willing to do anything to save his daughter but the aftermath will prove fatal. Once
taking down Arnez, he is left to go to war with an even deadlier opponent. Maverick makes it his
mission to destroy Genesis and everyone he loves. When his plan is set in motion, a trail of dead
bodies are left behind.Caleb is torn between his love for family and the code of the streets. When
he is faced with the ultimate betrayal, he has to decide to exact retribution or allow karma to
deliver the ultimate consequence. Amir continues to seek his father’s forgiveness but it proves to
be a difficult journey. Genesis isn’t willing to have mercy on his son after his deceit was the
catalyst for putting his daughter’s life in jeopardy. When Amir receives his own life changing
news, his father is the only one he can turn to. Will Genesis help his son or leave Amir to fend for
himself?In the latest installment of the Stackin’ Paper Series, the game is deadlier than ever.
Tomorrow is not promised and all you can ask is when you die, put your money in the grave.



A NovelThis novel is a work of fiction. Any references to real people, events, establishments, or
locales are intended only to give the fiction a sense of reality and authenticity. Other names,
characters, and incidents occurring in the work are either the product of the author’s imagination
or are used fictitiously, as those fictionalized events and incidents that involve real persons. Any
character that happens to share the name of a person who is an acquaintance of the author,
past or present, is purely coincidental and is in no way intended to be an actual account
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Supporters.I LOVE you guys so much. Please believe that!!—Joy Deja King“Tell ‘Em When I Die,
Put My Money In The Grave. I Ain’t About To Die With No Money,I Done Gave
It…”~Drake~Chapter OneThe UnthinkableNico, Supreme and Lorenzo pulled up to the
detached single family home, with a private driveway on a quiet block of Clason Point section in
the Bronx. It was pitch-black without any trace of someone being home.“It look empty in that
muthafucka. You sure this the address?” Supreme questioned when they arrived, parking across
the street.“Yep,” Nico nodded, glancing down at the piece of paper Amir had given him. “It’s late.
The nigga probably sleep. We can walk in there, kill his ass and walk out,” he shrugged.“Fuck
that! I want the nigga woke. Caleb snake ass is responsible for murdering Genesis. He deserve
to feel the pain and know he about to die,” Supreme seethed.“I agree,” Lorenzo chimed in.
“Genesis went to bat for that young nigga. Showing him the ropes. Basically letting him run Philly
and Caleb’s punk ass was workin’ for Arnez the entire time. Nah, won’t be no dying in his sleep.
He ain’t gettin’ off that easy.”“I feel you. We can wake him up,” Nico agreed. “As long as the end
result is that muthafucka dead…we good.”“Then let’s go do this,” Supreme said, turning off the
car. The men retrieved their weapons getting out, heading towards the house.“Oh shit!” Lorenzo
mumbled stopping in the middle of the street.“What is it?” Nico questioned.“Somebody calling
me,” Lorenzo sighed, getting the phone from his coat pocket.“Man, unless it’s a burner we was
supposed to leave all devices back at the office, so nobody could trace shit. And if they did, it
wouldn’t show this location,” Supreme moaned.“I hardly use this phone. I forgot I had it on me.
Don’t nobody even really know this number,” Lorenzo remarked.“Turn that shit off,” Nico shook
his head.“Hold up.” The number was familiar to Lorenzo but it took him a minute to figure it out
because this particular phone didn’t have any contacts listed. “Oh shit, I think this Amir,” Lorenzo
said, finally recognizing the digits.“He’s probably checking to see if we found the spot and got rid



of Caleb’s ass yet,” Supreme reasoned.“You speak to Amir and we’ll meet you inside,” Nico said,
as he and Supreme hurried off, ready to end Caleb’s life.“Cool.” By the time Lorenzo answered
the call, Amir had already hung up.“I’ve tried every number you’ve given me and nobody is
answering their phone,” Amir told his father as they were driving over the RFK Triborough
Bridge.“Keep trying!” Genesis roared, pounding his fist down on the steering wheel. “They can’t
go to that fuckin’ house.”Amir couldn’t bring himself to tell his father that he believed they might
already be there. Right when he was about to try calling Supreme again, his phone started
ringing. “It’s Lorenzo!” Amir bellowed quickly answering. “Man, where ya at? We’ve been trying to
reach you.”“Here at that spot and who is we?” Lorenzo questioned, right before he started
getting a weak cell phone signal.“Get away from there! It’s a trap!” Amir shouted.“Amir! Amir! Say
that again!” Lorenzo yelled back. “We have a bad connection,” he continued to yell, wondering if
Amir could even hear him. He walked back across the street but there were lots of trees, so he
headed towards the parked SUV, hoping to get better reception.“Lorenzo, can you hear me
now?!” Amir hollered in the phone.“Yeah, a little better. Now what did you say?”“I’m with…”
Before Amir could continue, Genesis snatched the phone from his hand becoming agitated.“L,
it’s me Genesis! Get the fuck away from that house right now, before all ya end up dead!” He
barked.As Lorenzo was turning around to yell for Supreme and Nico to come back, he heard
gunfire erupt and his phone said call failed.“FUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUCK!!!!!”
Genesis’s thunderous voice echoed throughout the truck. You would’ve thought the glass
windows were about to shatter.“Dad, what’s wrong?!” Amir was panic-stricken.“We gotta fuckin’
hurry!” Genesis pressed down on the gas, pushing a hundred miles per hour in the dead of
night. “I heard a bunch of gunshots and then the call dropped,” he expressed frantically while
trying to call Lorenzo back but it kept going straight to voicemail.“Dad, watch out!” Amir
swallowed hard as Genesis swerved, barely avoiding sideswiping another vehicle, as he made a
last minute decision to take the next exit. He remembered a shortcut that would get them to the
location within a few minutes.“I got this! You just get the guns!” Genesis ordered. He had one of
the best trap-car builders install a secret compartment in the majority of his vehicles. The
intricate almost undetectable secret compartment could only be opened by hitting various
buttons and switches in succession. It was installed behind the back seat of the truck. It was
rigged with a set of hydraulic cylinders linked to the vehicle’s electrical system. The only way to
make the seat slide forward and reveal its existence was by pressing and holding four switches
simultaneously; two for the windows and two for the power door locks.Amir did as his father
instructed. His head was spinning, wondering if they were too late. He didn’t want to believe the
unthinkable. Because if Supreme, Nico and Lorenzo were dead, none of their lives would ever
be the same again.Chapter TwoLook AliveMaverick’s goons had moved Shiffon from the minivan
to an abandoned warehouse. She was shackled to a steel pole, watching from a short distance
as the men talked amongst each other.They’re probably deciding how to kill me right now.
Please don’t let them torture me first, Shiffon thought to herself, remembering all the targets she
had brutalized before putting them out of their misery. When Shiffon became an assassin, she



knew the potential hazards that came along with her job but ending up dead wasn’t part of the
equation. From where she was standing, it seemed inevitable.Shiffon noticed Maverick
dismissing his goons and making a phone call. The conversation seemed intense. She found
herself staring at him and when Maverick’s eyes locked with hers, Shiffon quickly turned away
and put her head down. A few minutes later, he ended his call and came walking towards
her.“No reason to look away now,” Maverick said placing his hand under Shiffon’s chin and lifting
her head up. “Are you ready to die?” with his other hand, he pulled a gun from the back of his
pants and placed the tip against the temple of Shiffon’s head.Shiffon closed her eyes, fighting
back tears. Part of her didn’t feel like she had the right to cry or beg for her life. She had been the
one holding the trigger so many times, she needed to take her bullet like a real G.“I get it. I know
the game. I guess it’s my time, so go ahead and pull the trigger,” Shiffon stated gravely. From the
side of her eye, she saw Maverick’s finger gripping the trigger and then she heard the click.
Shiffon gasped then cried out believing she had crossed over to the afterlife.“I guess you were
wrong. It ain’t yo’ time to die just yet,” Maverick said, moving Shiffon’s hair from over her eye.
“You don’t have to hold back the tears. I already seen you cry.”“Is that what you want me to do?
Beg for my life. Tell you how sorry I am?” Shiffon’s voiced cracked.“I don’t want you to tell me shit
that you don’t mean. You a killer. I wouldn’t believe nothing you say anyway.”“I’m a killer but so
are you. The weapon I use is typically a gun and yours is drugs. What’s the difference?”“There’s
a huge fuckin’ difference. I give people freedom of choice. They choose to use drugs. You didn’t
give my muthafuckin’ men no choice when you and yo’ girls murdered them in front of my eyes
and took my mother!” Maverick barked, raising his hand to slam the gun in Shiffon’s head but he
stopped himself.“I’m sorry!” Shiffon cried out. “But please know this, I was never gonna hurt your
mother.”“You a fuckin’ lie!” Maverick spit.“It’s true. Initially I wasn’t gonna take the job because I
didn’t want to kill somebody’s mother. But they were adamant Genesis had no intentions of ever
killing her and didn’t want her harmed in any way.”“Whatever.” Maverick shook his head as if he
wasn’t believing anything Shiffon said.“It’s true!” Shiffon implored. “I’m not justifying what I do for
a living but the people I’m hired to kill are more sinners than saints.”“We all sinners, so what’s yo’
point?”“The point is, killing your mother was never part of the plan. I put that on everything.
Genesis was trying to save his daughter’s life. He was willing to do just about anything except kill
your mother and that’s the truth.”“Maybe you’re right but that don’t give him a pass and you
neither. He hired you to kill my crew and he will suffer the consequences. I can promise you
that.”“And what about me? Am I gonna suffer too?”“Of course you are but I have other plans for
you first.”Maverick locked eyes with Shiffon and there was no denying the mutual attraction.
Their sexual chemistry was only heightened by Maverick’s rage towards the woman who he
partially blamed for killing his men. He hated himself for wanting her but rejecting his urge to
have Shiffon was becoming increasingly difficult, even for a man as methodical as
Maverick.“What tha fuck was that?!” Supreme was breathing rapidly, after him and Nico took
cover. When they were ambushed with a barrage of bullets, storming inside the house was their
only option.“Man, they got me,” Nico mumbled. At first Supreme couldn’t understand what Nico



said because his voice was low and his words were unintelligible. It wasn’t until he noticed him
holding the side of his stomach and blood soaking through his shirt, did Supreme realize Nico
had been shot.“Gotdammit!” Supreme fumed, rushing to Nico’s side. The men had a long
standing aversion for each other but seeing his onetime rival hurt, had Supreme in his feelings.
“Nico, don’t move,” he said. His initial reaction was to get Nico to the car and take him to the
hospital but Supreme could still hear the gunfire outside. It wasn’t safe for them to come out but
Nico was also in dire need of medical attention.“This shit hurt.” Nico’s eyes were a bit droopy. He
was leaning against the wall, holding his side. Supreme zoomed in on the injury. The gunshot
wound didn’t have a big hole, so he knew Nico was shot by a handgun. Not to say they weren’t
dangerous but handguns produce significantly slower velocity projectiles than say a rifle, and
therefore typically cause less severe injuries.“You need to sit down,” Supreme said trying to
assist Nico. He knew gunshot wounds to the abdomen bleed more quickly if the legs are
elevated, making it harder for the person to breathe. “We gotta slow the bleeding down.”
Supreme glanced around wondering if there was a bathroom nearby that had some towels. But it
was dark and he didn’t want to waste unnecessary time. With a swiftness, Supreme took off his
shirt, balled it up and used it to seal Nico’s wound. He leaned down hard on it, hoping the
pressure would help minimize the bleeding.“Man, you can stop tryna save my life. I know you
don’t like my ass and I don’t like you either,” Nico cracked. His voice becoming sluggish.“Nah
nigga. You ain’t about to die on my watch. Precious would never forgive me. She’d swear down I
let the shit happen on purpose.” Supreme tried to keep a jokey vibe, not wanting to reveal how
concerned he was as he checked Nico’s pulse. It was weak and Supreme worried he was
suffering from internal bleeding too. If so, Nico wouldn’t survive much longer without the proper
treatment at a medical facility.Genesis slowed down as he turned the corner of the street and
switched off the headlights. He could see a few men across the street, near the house busting
shots in the direction of Supreme’s truck and someone was returning fire but they couldn’t see
who it was. Genesis put the SUV in reverse and parked the car out of view.“We’re gonna go
around to the back of the house and take out the muthafuckas shooting at Supreme’s truck.
Anybody who ain’t, Nico, Lorenzo or Supreme, just kill ‘em. We ain’t asking no questions. You
understand?” Genesis wanted confirmation from his son.“I understand but you don’t think we
should wait for backup? Our men should be pulling up any minute,” Amir reminded his father.“We
can’t wait for backup! My niggas might be dead by the time my men arrive. We gotta handle this
shit ourselves. Now are you ready, Amir? If not, you stay in the fuckin’ car, cause I ain’t got time
to babysit you,” Genesis made clear. He checked to make sure the three guns he was bringing
were fully loaded. He had one in each hand and another in the back of his pants.“I’m ready, dad.”
Amir nodded. He was nervous but would never admit it to his father. With the lavish lifestyle he
lived and all the riches he had, Genesis was still a street nigga at heart. His son on the other
hand, was smart but far from fearless. Amir came from privilege, which meant he never had to
struggle. But he admired his father and whatever he needed to do in order to gain his respect,
then so be it. If that meant jumping out the truck with guns blazing, then Amir was on board.“You



stay behind me but watch and lookout for anything that don’t seem right,” Genesis stressed to
his son. “Again, if it ain’t Supreme, Nico or Lorenzo, shoot to kill the muthafuckas,” he reiterated.
“We’ll figure the other shit out later.”“Got you.” Amir nodded his head, maintaining a brave face.
He trailed slightly behind his father. The houses were spread somewhat far apart, so he wanted
to make sure he could see their surroundings. Amir was literally making sure he had his father’s
back.Genesis suddenly stopped and turned back at Amir. He put his finger to his mouth,
motioning his son to be quiet. Then he pointed towards a man who was kneeling down near the
back entrance of the house, looking through a window with his gun positioned on the glass.
Genesis waved his arm, letting Amir know to cover him as he snuck up behind the enemy. When
Amir got in position, he could see two other men exchanging gunfire. For a brief second, he
caught a glimpse of Lorenzo when he came from around the truck to return fire. That’s when he
realized, Nico and Supreme must be inside the house.“Get him, dad.” Amir muttered as Genesis
got closer to his target.Genesis was trying to keep his presence unknown but had to speed up
his pace before the shooter pulled the trigger. He could tell the man had zoomed in on his target
and was ready to fire. In his rush to stop him, Genesis sprinted up the stairs leading to the back
entrance and when he stepped on the third stair, it squeaked loudly.“What tha fuck!” The shooter
glanced back to see where the noise was coming from. He immediately swung his gun at
Genesis but Genesis used his elbow to knock it away from his face. But the shooter still had
enough time to get a shot off, which brought unwanted attention.“Shit! Here comes the cavalry,”
Amir shook his head, seeing the other two men rushing towards the back with their guns raised.
He came running out from behind the trees, sneaking up on them. Amir was a bit rusty because
he had participated in very few gun battles. He discharged a few wild shots, luckily a bullet
connected with one of the men. Hitting him in the leg, causing him to fall down in the grass. Once
Amir warmed up, that aim got better and he was able to put both the men down
permanently.Genesis’s situation turned into a minor scuffle but he quickly gained the upper
hand. By the time Amir reached the stairs to assist his father, Genesis had already put two shots
in the man’s head, leaving him for dead.“Dad, Lorenzo was the one exchanging fire with those
men I just killed. I’m thinking Nico and Supreme are inside the house,” Amir told his father.“You
go around front and check on Lorenzo. I’ll go in the house and make sure Supreme and Nico are
okay,” Genesis said calling out their names. He knew both men were more than likely armed and
didn’t want to go inside and they mistakenly kill him.He banged on the back door and yelled out
their names again. “Supreme! Nico! It’s me Genesis!”It took a minute but then he heard what
sounded like Supreme calling out. Genesis could hear footsteps running towards the
door.“Nigga, I thought I was losing my fuckin’ mind! You supposed to be dead,” Supreme
announced when he opened the door. “You can explain that shit to me later. We gotta get Nico to
the hospital. He got shot. It’s bad.”“Fuck! That explains why you ain’t got on no shirt,” Genesis
remarked following Supreme to where Nico was laying on the floor. He looked halfway dead,
which shook Genesis to the core. Supreme’s white shirt was now bloody red.“Is it okay to take
him out front?” Supreme wanted to know. “I ain’t think them bullets was gonna ever stop



ringing.”“It’s safe out there,” Genesis assured Supreme as the two men lifted Nico up from the
floor and carried him outside to the truck.“Damn,” both Amir and Lorenzo shook their heads
when they laid eyes on Nico. It was bad and they knew it.My nigga Nico ain’t gonna survive this…
Lorenzo thought to himself. Although no one wanted to admit it and refused to utter the words
out loud, secretly they all shared the same sentiment.Chapter ThreeShare My WorldEvery time
the phone would ring, Precious was praying it was good news. The last she heard, Supreme,
Nico and Lorenzo were still missing and on top of that, her worse fears had been confirmed.
Aaliyah was the one who had Justina’s baby kidnapped and was now on the run. Things can’t
possibly get anymore chaotic, she thought to herself answering the phone.“Hello.”“Guess who’s
back…” The familiar voice said cheerfully. Precious had to catch her breath. This was the one
call she was never expecting to receive.“Skylar! Is it really you?!” Precious gasped.“Yep, it’s me. I
wanted to call you sooner but I needed to get my strength up,” Skylar explained.“How long have
you been out of your coma?”“A few days now but when I initially woke up, I was in an out. Today
is the first time I’m feeling normal again.”“This is the best news. I needed this. So who else
knows?”“Only my mother. They called her when I woke up and she brought Genevieve. Precious,
I thought I would never see my daughter again.” Skylar’s voice cracked as she fought back
tears.“I know but all of our prayers have been answered. You survived and now Genevieve has
her mother back.”“True but unfortunately she doesn’t have a father,” Skylar stated sadly.“You
don’t know…your mother didn’t tell you?” Precious questioned.“Tell me what?” Skylar sounded
confused. “Honestly, we didn’t do much talking. Like I said, I’ve been out of it. All I wanted was to
see my baby’s face.”“That’s understandable.” Precious hesitated. She wasn’t sure if this was
something she should tell Skylar on the phone or in person. “Genesis is Genevieve’s father,” she
blurted out, believing her friend deserved to hear the truth and also get some good news.“Don’t
play with me, Precious.” Skylar’s tone switched from sad to stern and serious.“I would never play
about my Goddaughter. That beautiful baby girl has a father. His name is Genesis and he loves
her so much.”“Genesis knows?”“Of course! Once Genesis found out the truth, he moved heaven
and earth to bring you both home safely.”Skylar stopped fighting back her tears and began to
bawl her heart out over the phone. “I knew in my heart Genesis was her father. Only he could’ve
given me a baby that perfect,” she cried. “How did he find out the truth?”“I’m not sure,” Precious
lied. “But when you speak to Genesis make sure you ask.”“You know I will. I guess I should call
him.”“I think that’s a good idea.”“So when am I gonna see you? I would love to have some
company since the doctor said they’re going to keep me here for another week or so,” Skylar
complained.“I’ll be there later on today and I’ll bring some of your favorite treats.”“You’re the best,
Precious. I can’t wait to see you!” Skylar beamed.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Bigg Rita and The Club Truth!     ♥♥♥  !. Wow this is a really good
book/series. And with that being said. We would like to rate this book/series with. 5 Stars and 51
thumbs up. Butt why kill out Neko? That is mess up. And we think you should think long and hard
about that. That would be a big mistake. Plus why do you have to link Female Hustler with
Stackin' Paper? That anted even fair we kid you not. If you kill Neko out then you might as well
end the book and The series. Because we are not reading it no more. It will end here and we
mean that. We take it very serious when we thank you. For not messing up the book/series with
killing out any of the main characters. We mean just that. We love all of them. We even love
Marvack him and Shoffion make a great couple . I think you should fix this beef between him and
genesis. So they can move on and live their best lives. They both even anyway. We can't wait for
book 7. Of both book/series. We hope you take our advice on both book's. Toughing up both
daughters/sisters. And everything and everybody. Other then that. We must say that this book/
series is where it's at. GREAT READ! MUST READ! FIRE READ! Until next time. Thank you for
once again feeding our mind's.”

Ms Ann, “Author has done it again.. I have read all of the books in this series and love them all.
Please don't let Nico Carter die! I don't want Maverick to cause any harm to Genesis or his
family. Justine and Desmond are not going to give baby Desi to Amir but they should be grown
enough to agree to co-parent. Nia, Mis, MisI can't believe you did it. And the Assassin, I don't
know if she can kill Maverick. Some duplication from previous book but still an enjoyable read.
Ready for book 7.”

Marnice Richardson, “Hmmmm????. Maybe i don't remember right but i felt parts of this book
repeated some of part 5 which made it a little disappointing. Hoping we don't have to wait over a
year for the next installment.”

Monica, “Okay book. The book was ok. Not what I expected. The ending was a total let down. I
would have loved it if the book tied up lose ends”

Louvenia Poole, “Not my favorite character!!. As always Ms. King gave it her best I read it in one
day. I didn’t like the way the ending is looking.”

Mrs. Tee, “Its Joy Deja King you know its lit... ”

maefperry, “Waiting on part 7.. Enjoyed  part 6.”

The book by Joy Deja King has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 162 people have provided feedback.
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